2016 — 2017

GUIDELINES

LSN
Le Scat Noir is a free monthly journal published in PDF format. It is available for viewing and downloading at the
following URL: blackscatbooks.com/le-scat-noir. Taking its cue from the 19th century weekly bohemian
magazine Le Chat Noir in Paris, LSN features art, fiction, poetry, news and opinions. Absurdist in nature, the
publication has scatological trimmings and is both a divertissement and sucker punch.

Distribution
The publication may be shared and distributed freely — e-mailed, embedded in blog posts, linked to on web
sites, and social media venues. It may not be printed, edited, tampered with, or sold in any manner whatsoever.
Publication is on the first day of each month (weather permitting).

Submissions
We are open to receiving queries for art and texts. Do not send attachments, manuscripts or art, unless we
request them. Unsolicited material will be deleted on arrival. Do not send a query without having read an issue.
Remember, it’s free. E-mail your query to: blackscatbooks@icloud.com and be sure to include “LSN query” in the
subject line.
Questions for the monthly advice column “Ask P.B.” must be 250 words or less and should be e-mailed to:
pinkbuddha@terrilloyd.net

Art
Art submissions must be submitted at a resolution of 300 dpi. Although art is published at 96 dpi for viewing on
screen, we require high resolution files for reproduction in the forthcoming Le Scat Noir Anthology — the first 12
issues compiled in a trade paperback edition. We downsample the file(s) unless the artist wishes to provide us with
both resolutions.

Fiction, Poetry, and Filler
We have no set word length for texts and poetry, but lean heavily toward short fiction. No epic poems or
novelettes, thank you. Manuscripts may be sent in the following formats: Word doc, doc-x, RTF, Mac pages, and
PDF. We welcome inspired “filler,” such as found or doctored news items, classified ads, scatological ephemera,
and retro detritus. In most cases filler items are published sans credit.

Rights
LSN acquires First Rights, as well as the right to reissue the work in print in a paperback anthology published
yearly by Black Scat Books. LSN makes no claim of ownership to the works submitted and copyright remains with
the artists and writers.

Payment
The magazine is free - no payment. All contributors will receive a digital copy of the paperback anthology.

Advertising
E-mail us for details and rates: blackscatbooks@icloud.com

Deadlines
The 25th day of each month. Accepted submissions which arrive post-deadline will be published in the following
issue.

Schedule
We do our chores and irony on the second Wednesday of every month. We don’t do Windows.

